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Let’s create

Different - because of our unique manufacturing process. Seductive - because of
our authentic and distinctive materials and idiosyncratic shapes. Pure - because
of our level-headed Dutch nature. Welcome to the intriguing world of Jess

Design. Immerse yourself in the informal ambience our furniture creates and

discover how a whole range of striking individual pieces come together to form
one big family.

Welcome

Different, door ons eigenzinnige fabricageproces. Seductive, door de eerlijke,
onderscheidende materialen en karakteristieke vormen. Pure, door onze nuchtere
Nederlandse identiteit. Welkom in de intrigerende wereld van Jess Design. Dompel
jezelf onder in de ongedwongen ambiance en ontdek hoe alle markante individuen
samen een grote familie vormen.

E-MAIL
info@jessdesign.com

PHONE
+31 412 63 90 92

ADDRESS
Ketelmeer 12
5347 JX Oss
The Netherlands

WEBSITE
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THE WORLD OF JESS

www.jessdesign.com
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ONE OF OUR BIGGEST PROJECTS

Warehouse Hotel
SINGAPORE
On the picture:
Arm chair: Earl
Sofa: My Home 3-seats
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Great atmosphere
Regularly architects come and visit Jess Design in
order to talk to us about the interior design of different projects. There are for example various restaurants and hotels in which Jess Design is represented
with design furniture. One of our biggest projects
is the Warehouse Hotel in Singapore. This fantastic
hotel, based on the banks of the Singapore River,
has created an incredible atmosphere with the help
of our seating furniture.

With some of our couches and armchairs the Warehouse Hotel, which has 37 rooms, created a
pleasant atmosphere in which the guests can spend
their time. One of our products that can be found
here is the Vasa fauteuil.
A comfortable chair which can be ordered with or
without armrests. Other design furniture of Jess
Design used in the hotel are the Earl and My Home
couches. This gives the hotel, built in 1895, a robust
look. The Warehouse Hotel in Singapore is one of
our projects we are extremely proud of!

Warehouse Hotel
SINGAPORE
On the picture:
Sofa left: Vasa elements
Arm chair: Earl
Sofa: My home 3-seats
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THE ARCHITECTS OF ARCHPOINT

Moscow is a city that is known for its beautiful cathedrals and astonishing palaces, which makes the
skyline of Moscow a feast for the eye. Since 2016,
Moscow also has a new restaurant. Restaurant
‘Mushrooms’ is located in the Yakimanka District,
and is therefore situated in the center of the city.
Mushrooms has a menu with European as well as
Russian influences, with the mushroom as central
ingredient at any time. With its robust interior and
natural colors, Jess Design completed the image
with our design furniture.
The architects of Archpoint have in relation to the
interior design aimed towards a classical and robust

style, where Jess Design furniture can
not be missing. The ‘Sanne’, a chair that
is available with or without armrests,
can be found in the restaurant.
Furthermore, Norman bar stools have
found their way in the restaurant, which
gives the restaurant a stubborn and
self-willed look and feel.The perfect
surroundings to give the mushroom a
chance in one of the most beautiful and
underestimated cities in the world!
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Mushrooms
MOSCOW - RUSSIA
On the picture:
Dining chair: Sanne with and without arm
Barstool: Norman

Grand Café Du Nord
K A AT S H E U V E L - T H E N E T H E R L A N D S
On the picture:
Dining chair: Norman with and without arm
Barstool: Norman

suits Jess Design perfectly, because all our
design furniture consists of natural materials as well!
Another special aspect in the interior design of DU NORD, is the so-called ‘menside’ and the ‘womenside’. The menside has
a huge photo of the sky with thunder and
lightning, while on the other side the womenside is covered in leather handbags.

GRAND CAFÉ DU NORD

This leather suits our Mi Casa sofa, Mi Casa
fauteuil and Norman chair, in this restaurant
in a special version of leather and fabric.
This combination plus the tables consisting
out of tree-trunks and the great photos of
the Loonse and Drunense Duinen makes
the atmosphere very similar to the natural
area a few kilometers away!
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Grand Café DU NORD is a restaurant located at the
edge of the ‘Loonse en Drunense Duinen’. Together
with the grand café and Beers|Brickworks, Jess Design has contributed to the interior design of this
new restaurant. Given the fact that the grand café
is on walking distance of the ‘Loonse and Drunense
Duinen’, the restaurant wanted to highlight various
natural elements in their interior design. This idea
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Right in the centre of the village, ‘Le Chalet
Salies’ can be found. This wine was established this year, and above all it is situated
in an absolutely stunning accommodation.
The pictures of the building in combination
with Jess-furniture results in great photos.
You can see the My Home couches, Forward chair, Earl and the Micasa chair for
example. The pictures will tell you the rest
of the story..

T R AV E L T H R O U G H T H E R E G I O N

In het southwest of France, right in front of the
French border and West of Pau, is a village called
Salies-de-Béarn located. With its 5000 inhabitants,
it is a relatively small village, but that doesn’t make
it less charming. Moreover, the village is situated
right next to the A64 highway, and therefore it
could be known to people who travel through the
region more often.
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Le Chalet Salies

SALIES-DE-BÉARN - FRANCE
On the picture:
Armchair: Micasa Earl
Sofa: My Home

In the heart of the city of Moscow you
can find Restaurant Tokyo. At Bolshoi Afanasyevskiy Lane 34, to be precise. A restaurant that focusses on the Asian kitchen,
and has been rated highly in recent years.
You’re able to have lunch as well as diner
at the restaurant, which was renovated the
last few months. Jess Design played a role
in this renovation: more specifically, in the
new interior design of the restaurant.

Restaurant Tokyo
MOSCOW- RUSSIA
On the picture:
Barstool: Norman with arm
Dining chair: Norman with arm

Jess in Moscow
In collaboration with ARCHPOINT, Jess
Design took care of the new interior of
the restaurant. At the place, you can find
the Vidar couch, the Norman chair and
the Norman bar stools. The arm supports
of the furniture have customized leather,
which was added especially for the Asian
restaurant in Moscow.
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IN THE HEART OF THE CITY OF MOSCOW

The whole unity of furniture give the restaurant a natural and robust look and feel.
The pictures speak for themselves, don’t
they?
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A mix of colours
and vibes..
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G R E AT M I X O F N AT U R A L C O L O U R S

Astana is the capital of Kazakhstan, and with its 850.000 inhabitants
it can rightfully be named a large city. Despite the fact that the city
is located in quite a remote area, it has gained popularity throughout recent years. It has an older, as well as a newer city centre, and
some impressive buildings top it off. In the modern part of the city is
Severny located, a restaurant with a diverse kitchen. Above all, Jess
can nowadays be found in the restaurant, which results in some great
images..
Inside the restaurant, the Earl in different variations can be found,
but also the Marquess, Howard en the Norman bar stool have found
a spot inside the interior design of the restaurant. It results in a great mix of natural colours. And sometimes, photos say more than a
thousand words..

Severny

A S TA N A - K A Z A C H S TA N
On the picture:
Armchair: Marquess
Sofa: Earl 3-seats
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Let’s go back
in time
Together with van Beek & Dings we took care of the
fact that the interior design suits perfectly the atmosphere the restaurant wants to create. Therefore. you can find the Sanne, Earl and Forward inside
of the restaurant.

De Keizer
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EERSEL - NETHERLANDS
On the picture:
Dining chair: Sanne with arm
Dining chair: Forward with arm

Let’s go back in time. Around three years ago, design furniture of Jess Design got a prominent place
within the interior design of restaurant ‘De Keizer’
in Eersel. The restaurant serves, according to their
own information, food which mostly consists local
products, but often with international flavors. You
can take a seat inside, but it’s also possible to sit in
the conservatory and veranda close to a fireplace.
The restaurant close to Eindhoven is therefore a
beautiful location where you’re able to enjoy each
other and the best food on the menu.

T H E I N T E R I O R D E S I G N S U I T S P E R F E C T LY T H E AT M O S P H E R E

The brown colors of the design seatings blend in nicely with the rest of the natural colors and elements
inside of the restaurant. Given the fact that the interior design of the restaurant happened some time
ago, we can consider this a real trip down memory
lane. However, this doesn’t make us less proud. It’s
the contrary!
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RISE TOWARDS BIG HEIGHTS

41st Floor

41st Floor is located In the vibrant center of Saint Petersburg, and
contains a very diverse kitchen. The restaurant has opened a couple
of months ago, with the open kitchen as one of the most important
characteristics of the company. Moreover, given the fact that the restaurant is located on the 41st floor of the Leader Tower, an astonishing view over the city of Saint Petersburg is the result. The city has
developed into a popular tourist attraction with its 18th and 19th
century architecture.
The atmosphere in the restaurant can be described as modern and
atmospheric, and the design furniture of Jess Design have found their
way into the interior. At 41st Floor, we are represented with couches,
dining chairs and bar stools. Amongst other design furniture our RAZ
couches and RAZ chairs, designed by Hans Daalder, can be found in
the restaurant.
The natural materials and smaller frames give the restaurant a lively
atmosphere. In the end, this results in a pretty image, with an important role for the architects of Archpoints. A restaurant that, partly
because of Jess Design, literally and figuratively can rise towards big
heights.

SINT PETERSBURG - RUSSIA
On the picture:
Dining chair: Raz, Forward with arm, Sanne with arm
Sofa: Raz
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Raw, tough and
natural seatings
On the edge of national park ‘De Hoge Veluwe’ is
Restaurant Planken Wambuis situated. The restaurant describes itself as ‘a nostalgic guest-house in a
modern jacket’. After a long day of enjoying nature,
you can immerse yourself at Planken Wambuis in
the natural charms of the restaurant. People who
went for a walk or a bike-ride can enjoy a good
glass of wine, a nice cup of coffee in combination
with the tasteful menu, which mainly consists of local products. And be honest, what’s better than relaxing close to a fireplace in Jess Design chairs after
a long day in the nature?
The best thing about the Jess Design seatings that
can be found at Planken Wambuis, is that they turned even more beautiful throughout its stay at the
restaurant. Because of its natural material and the
fact that the chairs are used very frequently, the
Irving and Mi Casa armchair got an ever better
character.
Raw, tough and natural seatings in combination
with the great interior design of Planken Wambuis,
which consists of natural materials and colors, result in a fantastic ambience. To top it off: You can
even charge your electric bike, which you just used
to cross through the Hoge Veluwe, for free in front
of the restaurant!
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Planken Wambuis
EDE - THE NETHERLANDS
On the picture:
Dining chair: Sanne
Dining chair: Duke
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Welcome to the
Golden Mile
In the heart of Tel Aviv, at a stone’s throw of the beach, is
‘Renoma Apartments’ situated. It is located at Trumpeldor
Street, in an area that is popular for tourists. The city, that
has gained great popularity that last year, great weather,
food and culture go hand in hand. For that Matter, Renoma
Apartments is a great place to stay, since the beach as well
as the sparkling city centre are both very close.
Another reason to come and take a look, is that fact that
Jess Design has found a place inside of the Renoma Apartments. The people that follow, will instantly recognize the
Earl 3-seater and the My Home couches. A stunning view
combination with the sea view, don’t you think?

Renoma Apartments
On the picture:
Arm chair: Earl with arm
Sofa: Earl 3-seats
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A G R E AT P L A C E T O S TAY

T E L AV I V - I S R A E L
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Tiffany

NIZHNY NOVGOROD On the picture:
Bar stool: Norman
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THE COLOUR BLUE IS PRESENT

Feast for the eyes
RUSSIA

Have you ever heard of Nizhny Novgorod? There is a chance you
might answer ‘no’. Nizhny Novgorod is a city in the west of Russia,
and was named ‘Gorki’ between 1932 en 1990. The city is less known
than metropoles like Moscow and Saint-Petersburg, but in the end
1,3 million live in the city, which makes it the 5th largest city in Russia. In the heart of the city, next to the Wolga River, you can find the
Tiffany Bar.
The Tiffany Bar is a restaurant and a bar, with a very divers menu. Together with Archpoint, we’ve played an important role in the interior
design of the restaurant next to the Wolga River. Within the restaurant, the Irving chairs and bar stools can be found, but also the RAZ
fauteuil has found its place into the interior design.
What makes it even more special, is that the colour blue is prominently present. What do you think of the Irving in bright blue? This makes
it a project that distinguishes itself from other projects completed
by Jess Design. A challenge, but a result that is a feast for the eyes!
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Other projects
Scandic Kødbyen - Copenhagen, Denmark

Road House - Arnhem, The Netherlands

Scandic - Stockholm, Sweden

SAP - Vienna, Austria

Arken Spa and Hotel - Göteborg, Sweden

Starbucks - Bergen, Norway

Radisson - Odense, Denmark

Birmingham Airport - Birmingham, England

Cocks & Cows - Copenhagen, Denmark

Radisson Blue- Odense, Denmark

Clarion - Oslo, Norway

Hills golf Club - Kungsbacka, Sweden

Den Lille Fede - Copenhagen, Denmark,

Restaurant Mohr - Horssens, Denmark

Alex Sushi - Stavanger, Norway

Malmo life - Malmo, Sweden

Le Monde Tapas - Kristiansand, Norway

Spotify- London, England

Royal Bowling - Bodø, Norway

Cafe Gran - Horssens, Denmark

Microsoft - Lissabon, Portugal

Hundholmen - Bodo, Norway

Coca Cola - Rottterdam, The Netherlands

ID & T - Amsterdam, Netherlands

Birkenstock - New York, USA

Comfort Hotel- Bergen, Norway

Sony Playstation - London, England

Comfort Hotel - Stockholm, Sweden

Syvturys - Vilnius, Lithuania

Comfort Hotel - Trondheim, Norway

Hotel Arena - Amsterdam, The Netherlands

PWC, London. England

Coffe House - Helsinki, Turku, Finland

Ferment, Lennik, Belgie

Diageo - Singapore

Soho, Copenhagen, Denmark

Artagonist Hotel - Vilnius, Lithuania

Nazareth, Paris, France

Graduate Hotel - Charlottesville, USA

Sokos hotel, Puijonsarvi, Finland

Rally Club - Talinn, Estonia

